
	  	  

	  

SECTION 04 – BUILD 
 
MICHAEL BROZGUL | michael.brozgul@gmail.com | www.edwoodstudios.com 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 

• Become comfortable with tools through Tool Safety introduction  
• Learn the functionality of every tool in a shop or and which ones are a necessity to 

have around the house. 
• Understand basic woodworking and home improvement techniques. 
• Apply your knowledge of the tools  and build a hairpin leg coffee table. 
• Be versed with industry terminology and be on the same playing field as your GC. 

Learn how to tackle your building project beyond the BUILD workshop.  
 
MATERIALS 
 

• Basic woodworking tools  
• Shop materials 
• Finishing oil 

 
SKILLS & PRINCIPLES 
 

• Increased confidence in embarking on building your project. 
• Ability to plan out and measure your projects to scale. 
• Tool use including safety. 
• Which projects to leave to the pros and which ones to master through DIY. 

 

ACTIVITIES & REFERENCE GUIDES 
 

• TOOL OVERVIEW – Become familiar with the uses, terminology, safety, and 
applicability of power tools.  

• TABLE CONSTRUCTION – Step-by-step guide to cutting, gluing, sanding, and 
finishing your hairpin leg table.  
 

WRAP-UP  
 

• What tools did you prefer, which ones did you not? Why?  
• Better understanding and increase in comfort level of use. 
• What new knowledge and skillsets did you take away from the use of all of the tools? 
• How do you foresee tool use being a factor in deciding what projects you actually 

tackle from the dream to design state now that you know what you can handle?  

 



	  	  

	  

TOOL OVERVIEW 
 
TABLE SAW 
 
The table saw is the center of most woodworking shops. If set up correctly, this powerful 
machine can make a wide variety of clean and accurate cuts. 
 
On its own the table saw rips boards to width, cuts them to precise length, and makes a 
variety of angled cuts. With a bit of help, it can also cut joinery. Add a dado set (an adjustable 
stack of blades) and you can cut dadoes, rabbets, and box joints. Make or buy a tenoning jig 
for precise tenons of any size. Another popular jig is a crosscut sled, used for pieces that are 
too large for the table saw’s miter gauge. 
 
If not used properly, the table saw can be very dangerous. We recommend using a splitter or 
riving knife whenever possible, to prevent violent kickback, and push sticks to keep hands 
away from the exposed blade. The following is a list of all the safety precautions for using a 
table saw. 
 
Before you begin: 
 

1. Avoid loose fitting clothing 
2. Roll long sleeves up above elbows 
3. Wear non-skid shoes 
4. Keep shirt pockets free of items 
5. Wear ear and eye protection. 
6. Don't operate while tired or under the influence 
7. Do a visual check with the machine unplugged before using 
8. Make sure portable table saws are securely fastened to a stand 
9. Be sure the power switch is off before saw is plugged in 
10. Check blade guard and anti-kickback pawls for proper operation, and check the 

alignment of the splitter. 
11. Check blade for tightness 

 
General rules for use: 

 
1. Keep a splitter or riving knife in place whenever possible, to prevent dangerous 

kickback. 
2. The table saw blade height should be set so that the top of the teeth extend no more 

than 3/8 in. above the surface of the work piece. 
3. Use a table saw blade guard whenever possible. 
4. Always have additional outfeed support in place at the back of the saw table. 
5. Don't stack work pieces when cutting. 
6. Never position your hands or fingers in the path of the table saw blade. 



	  	  

	  

7. Don't reach behind the table saw blade and pull the stock. 
8. Don't release the work piece until it is all the way past the back of the table saw blade. 
9. Turn the table saw off and allow the blade to stop spinning before you pick up stock 

or scrap. 
10. Unplug the saw when you are changing the blade. 
11. Keep the table saw blade clean and sharp and the table saw well tuned. This includes 

aligning the miter slots and the rip fence with the blade. 
12. If the table saw motor slows down when cutting, slow the feed rate. 
13. Never back a board out of a cut. 
 

Crosscutting and Ripping 
 
1. Don't use the miter gauge and the rip fence together. 
2. Use the miter gauge or a sled for all crosscutting and the rip fence for ripping. 
3. Don't saw freehand. 
4. If crosscutting a long work piece, use a long miter gauge fence or a sled and support 

the far end of the board hanging off the table. 
5. Don't use the miter gauge for wide work pieces that force the miter gauge off the 

front of the table. Use a sled instead. 
6. Never rip wood that is twisted, warped or doesn't have a straight edge. Joint at least 

one face and one edge. Run the flat face on the table and the straight edge against the 
rip fence. 

7. When making rip cuts, stand to the left of the blade. UPDATE: This rule depends on 
the location of the blade. The key is to stand out of the way of the path of the blade 
and work piece. 

8. Use a push stick when making rip cuts narrower than 6 in. 
9. When ripping, apply feed force to the work piece between blade and fence. 
10. When cutting a bevel, place the rip fence on the side opposite of the bevel cut. 

 
Specialty Cuts 
 

1. Use a sled or jig to control the work pieces when the miter gauge or rip fence do not 
offer enough support, such as when cutting tenons or very small pieces. 

2. To make a plunge cut, clamp down the work piece and raise the blade. Don't place the 
work piece on top of a moving blade. 

 
How does the table saw help in building out my dream project? 
Table saws are used for a variety of reason, especially if you do not have a miter saw, but they 
will be handy for building out cabinets, cutting down wood for ship-lapping, cutting soft 
metals such as aluminum and brass as well as acrylics such as plexi-glass (never glass) and 
lastly you can make jigs that will help you achieve repetitive cuts with precision instead of 
eyeing the cuts every time. 
	  
 



	  	  

	  

MITER SAW 
 
The miter saw, sometimes called a chop saw, is a carpenter's tool that has found a home in the 
woodworking shop. Its cuts aren't always precise enough for furniture joinery, but they are 
plenty good for many tasks. More than anything else, the miter saw is used for cutting pieces 
to rough length before they move on to the more precise machines. A wide variety of miter 
saws are available, some that simply chop downward, and more expensive models where the 
motor and blade assembly travels on sliding rails to increase the tool's cutting capacity. 
 
The following is a list of safety precautions to consider with cutting with a miter saw: 
 

1. Eye and ear protection are required when operating a miter saw. 
2. Don't wear gloves, loose clothing, jewelry, or any dangling objects when operating a 

miter saw. 
3. All guards must be in place and operating. If a guard seems slow to return to its 

normal position or hangs up, adjust it or repair it immediately. 
4. Unplug or lockout power to the miter saw when making repairs or adjusting blades 

and guards 
5. Hands and fingers must be kept clear of the blade by at least 6 in. 
6. Clean the lower guard frequently to help visibility and movement. 
7. Use only the recommended blade size. 
8. Regularly check and tighten the blade and the blade-attachment mechanism. 
9. Ensure that the blade and its related washers and fasteners are correctly positioned 

and secured on the saw's arbor. 
10. To avoid losing control or placing hands in the blade path, hold or clamp all material 

securely against the fence when cutting. 
11. Do not perform operations freehand. 
12. Never cut small pieces. 
13. Long material should be supported at the same height as the saw table. 
14. To avoid contact with a coasting blade, do not reach into the cutting area until the 

blade comes to a full stop. 
15. After completing a cut, release the trigger switch and allow the blade to come to a 

complete stop, then raise the blade from the work piece. If the moving blade stays in 
the cutting area after the cutting is complete, injury can result from accidental 
contact. 

16. When using a sliding miter saw, start cutting with the blade closest to you, plunge 
downward, and then push the blade forward on its sliders as you cut. 

 
How does the miter saw help in building out my dream project? 
Your miter saw can be an affordable and sound investment. Probably the best saw to keep 
around your garage aside for the portability of a circular saw, the miter can make easy cuts to 
install flooring, build picture frames and cut your studs and other long pieces of wood or soft 
material up to 32” wide (you can always flip a piece of wood to cut them in half widths. 
	  



	  	  

	  

JOINTER 

	  
The jointer does one important thing very well. It creates a perfectly flat surface, either on 
the face of a board, or on the edge (with the face of the board riding against the jointer's 
fence). When milling rough lumber, the jointer represents the first step, producing one flat 
face and one straight edge for reference. The board then moves to the planer for thicknessing 
and the table saw to be cut to final width. 
 
To work properly, the outfeed table should be set at the exact same height as the blades. The 
position of the infeed table determines the depth of cut, and multiple passes can be taken to 
produce a completely flattened surface. 
 
The following is a list of safety precautions to take into account when operating a jointer. 
 

1. Always read and follow the manufacturer's instructions. 
2. Wear ear and eye protection, and do not wear jewelry, long sleeves, or loose clothing. 
3. Use paddles, push blocks, and push sticks to keep your hands 6 in. away from from the 

cutterhead at all times. 
4. Never joint stock less than 12 in. long. 
5. Check the depth of cut before turning machine on. 
6. Adjust depth of cut to less than 1/32 in. for material with knots, 1/16 in. for clear 

material. 
7. Never edge joint material less than 1/4 in. thick, 3/4 in. wide or 12 in. long. 
8. Never face joint material less than 3/8 in. thick, 3/4 in. wide or 12 in. long. 
9. Keep knives sharp and the machine adjusted properly. 
10. Always have the blade guard in place. 
11. Stand to one side of the jointer, not directly behind it. 
12. Allow the cutterhead to reach full speed before starting a cut. 
13. Keep your eyes and undivided attention on the machine while using it. 
14. Never feed material with your thumb or fingers on the end of it; keep them on top of 

the material. 
 
How does the jointer help in building out my dream project? 
Although and expensive purchase and unless your flooring is warped and you want to use 
reclaimed wood, a jointer is really for someone building out a woodshop. You can always 
reach out to a few lumber mills in town including Edwood Studio and Vintage Lumber to have 
any lumber milled to scale. Jointers are great for straightening any stock out, but to a limit of 
how wide the jointer is.  
 

 
 
 
 



	  	  

	  

PLANER 
 
The planer will not flatten a board, since its cut will only be as straight as the opposite side of 
the board, which rides on the bed. It is more aptly called a thicknesser (as the Europeans 
know it), and it should follow the jointer in the milling process, with the jointed surface 
running face down on the planer's bed. 
 
The following is a list of safety precautions to consider when using a benchtop thickness 
planer: 
 

1. Loose clothing and jewelry can be a hazard. 
2. Wear ear and eye protection. 
3. Never plane a board that's less than 1/4 in. thick or shorter than the distance 

between the feed rollers (inside the machine). 
4. Keep your hands away from the machine when it is running, especially the space 

between the bed and cutterhead. 
5. If a board gets stuck in the planer, don't push it. Turn off the machine, lower the bed 

(or raise the cutterhead), and remove the stock. 
6. Disconnect the power source before changing blades. 
7. Never look into the machine (infeed or outfeed end) when it's running. 

 
How does the planer  help in building out my dream project: 
The planer, same with the jointer, falls under the set of circumstances, you can’t purchase one 
without the other. Otherwise you will never achieve the results you want in milling straight 
lumber. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  	  

	  

DRILL PRESS AND DRILL 
 
Sometimes it is easier to bring the drill to the work piece; and other times, the work piece to 
the drill press. 
 
The cordless drill, with its increasing power and go-anywhere convenience, has replaced the 
corded electric drill in most shops. The impact driver is a new type of handheld drill. Its 
continuous staccato of tiny impacts allows a small drill to produce hundreds of lbs. of torque 
without hurting the user or stripping the screw head. 
Drill presses, on the other hand, have remained relatively unchanged, offering controlled 
plunge action for more precise holes, with an adjustable table for solid work piece support. 
Most woodworkers add a larger, auxiliary table and an adjustable fence for repetitive tasks. 
 
The following is a list of safety precautions to consider when operating a handheld drill or 
drill press: 
 

1. Follow the manufacturers' instructions when choosing and a bit or attachment, and 
selecting the proper speed. 

2. Use eye protection. 
3. Roll up sleeves and tie back long hair. 
4. Ensure that the bit or attachments are properly seated and tightened in the chuck, 

and turn the chuck by hand to see if the bit is running true. 
5. Be sure to remove the chuck key before turning on the drill. 
6. Always cut with sharp drill bits. 
7. Keep all cords clear of the cutting area during use. Inspect for frays or damage before 

each use. 
8. Secure the work piece being drilled to prevent movement, such as twisting or 

spinning 
9. Slow the rate of feed just before breaking through the bottom or back of a work piece. 
10. Do not drill with one hand while holding the material with the other. 
11. Do not use a hole saw cutter without the pilot drill installed in it. 
12. Do not reach under or around stock being drilled. 
13. Do not use excessive force to drill into hard material such as metal. Reduce drill speed 

instead. 
 
How does the drill or drill press help in building out my dream project? 
Drills are wired or wireless, benched or portable. I always recommend getting a good set of 
wireless drills, an impact driver for screwing in screws without any stripping of the screw and 
a drill for drilling anchor holes, door handle holes, etc. Makita and DeWalt are two great 
brands.  
 

 
 



	  	  

	  

PIPE CLAMP FIXTURES 
 
When you need to exert bone-crushing pressure or securely hold very large projects, make 
your own clamps from pipe-clamp fixtures and standard black iron or galvanized pipe. Take 
the stationary headstock fixture and thread it onto the end of the pipe. Then slide the 
adjustable tailstock fixture onto the opposite pipe end. Clamping capacity is limited only by 
the length of the pipe. And you can use couplings to join lengths of pipe, so you can make 
clamps of virtually any length.  
 
Pipe-clamp fixtures are commonly available for both 1/2-in.-dia ($15) and 3/4-in.-dia ($18) 
pipe. The fixtures and pipes are sold at most hardware stores and home centers. Expect to 
pay about $10 to $12 for a 4-ft-long piece of 1/2-in. black iron pipe, and $12 to $14 for a 4-ft-
long piece of 3/4-in. black iron pipe. I'd recommend making a minimum of two 2-ft clamps 
using1/2-in. pipe, and two 4-ft using the 3/4-in. Also pick up some couplings and extra 4-ft. 
lengths of pipe for extending the reach of the pipe clamps.  
 

ONE-HANDED BAR CLAMP 
 
The widespread popularity of one-handed bar clamps is no mystery. DIYers and pros alike 
love them because they can be tightened and released using just one hand. It sounds simple, 
but remember for most clamps you need one hand to position the clamp and another to 
tighten it. One-handed bar clamps typically have one sliding jaw and one fixed jaw. The sliding 
jaw is fitted with a trigger-grip handle. Each time you squeeze the handle, the sliding jaw 
advances along the steel bar toward the fixed jaw. Pressing the release lever unlocks the 
pressure. On some models you can remove both jaws and turn them around for use as a 
spreader to push apart two pieces.  
 
One-handed bar clamps are commonly available in sizes ranging from 6 in. to 50 in., but I've 
found that the 18-in. ($20) and 36-in. ($25) sizes are most useful.  
 

DEEP-THROAT BAR CLAMP 
 
If you're going to make a few pipe clamps, then you won't need traditional bar clamps, but I do 
strongly recommend buying four to six deep-throat bar clamps. These versatile clamps 
combine the power and long-arm stretch of a pipe clamp with the deep-reach capacity of a C-
clamp. They're typically available with a depth of 2½ in. and 4 in., making them indispensable 
for a wide variety of home-repair and woodworking jobs. Deep-throat bar clamps come in 
clamping capacities ranging from about 6 in. to 79 in., but the most useful sizes are between 
16 in. ($17) and 36 in. ($21).  
 
How does a clamp set help in building out my dream project? 
If you’re tackling a project solo and are missing a pair of hands to assist you, clamps are great 
for setting up and holding down pieces of wood up against another piece of cabinetry for 
example for you to predrill and secure. Understand all tools and safety. 



	  	  

	  

TABLE CONSTRUCTION 

 
Day one: 
 

1. Cut all table tops on the miter saw (everyone should have two pieces that will equate 
to 18” x 24”) 

2. Use the jointer and give both boards a flat surface followed by a straight edge on one 
side. 

3. Use the planer to run the boards through in order to create a parallel surface top to 
the flat surface you created on the jointer. 

4. Use the table saw to rip a straight edge parallel to the straight edge you created on 
the jointer. 

5. Position 3 pipe clamps on the work table and lay out 2 sets of cauls and 4 bar clamps 
in order to keep both pieces of wood flat and parallel for the table top. See pic below 

 
6. Clamp all three clamps as tight as possible so there are micro-beads of glue rising to 

the top along both surfaces once glued up.  
 
Day two: 
 

7. Remove cauls and clamps and use a glue scraper or a general-purpose scraper to 
remove excess glue. 

8. Sanding: using a 60 grit orbital sand paper, sand both sides till all glue and rough areas 
are sanded. Remove the 60-grit pad and sand the table top to a fine 320-grit surface 
allowing for a super smooth finish that will allow the Danish oil to penetrate the 
surface bottom and top. 

9. With the table top facing down, position your four hairpin legs using the provided jig 
to predrill holes on all four corners of the table top tracing over the holes provided on 
the hairpin leg plates. Attach and screw in wood screws through the hairpin legs, 
securing them safely to the bottom side of the tabletop. Flip back over and follow step 
10. 

10.  Oiling technique: Apply a generous first coat of oil, allowing it to penetrate all pores 
in the wood and wipe off any excess oil after 15 minutes of dry time. Repeat with a 
thing coat 12-18 hours later in a sealed environment without dust. 

 


